We often hear this word mentioned in a conversation or in our media.
But who are they, who are the ‘do-gooders’ and what have they done?
What is it that has made them so unpopular with almost everyone today?
Even the word itself has almost become curse, but what does it mean?
In many ways the ‘do-gooders’ have very good and noble intentions (as the name
implies) but something about them has gone terribly wrong.
Many of those people sincerely want to help others, they want to ‘do good’ but
their good intentions have had disastrous results.
This is this spirit which is causing havoc in Europe today, which is bringing about
the destruction of Europe on a very grand scale.
It is the spirit which is behind ‘gender equality’ but it has not born any fruit.
It has not really given woman more rights but it has turned man into whims
instead! By denying the role of one’s own genders it has set out destroy the
traditional family model.
But there is something far more sinister, much more dangerous behind the ‘dogooder’ spirit.
It is the spirit which is behind Globalization today.
The previous P.M. of Sweden Fredrik Reinfeldt made some of the grotesque
statements which any politician has ever made.
He stated publicly on Swedish T.V. that Sweden
belonged to the migrants and not the native
people of Sweden! He spat in the face of his
own people when he said that: “Swedes are
uninteresting as an ethnic group and that it is
immigrants that will create the new Sweden.”
He also announced that he considered his
nation’s borders fictional. In his eyes the borders of Sweden were not real at all!
Reinfeldt is a true globalist. He views the world as one big village.
But the problem with fictional borders is that they are not worth defending.

So what was the outcome of his deadly ideological confusion?
Large numbers of Muslims simply walked into Sweden and decided to stay.
For years Muslims from the Middle East have come to Sweden and made it their
home.
Being a government with a globalist view the Swedish government tried to
accommodate the new-comers and offer them generous public housing (which
often even the locals could not afford) at the expense of their own native Swedish
population who had to pay for it all. Asylum seekers were given preference over
native Swedes when it came to the allocation of public housing in years gone past.
Old Swedish people where sometimes kicked out of their units in order to provide
more living space for the newcomers from the Middle East.
Any sign of Nationalism, of Patriotism is considered to be equal to Nazism in
Sweden today!
To be proud of ounces own country is put on the same level as a Nazi salute!
This is the ‘leftists’ opinion which has taken hold of much of Europe today.
When Canceller Merkel of Germany was handed a German flag during a public
meeting she had angrily put it down in a hurry.
She did not want to be seen holding the flag of her own nation!
To be German in her eyes means that you are
associated with the Holocaust, with Nazism, with
starting a terrible war and so on.
Patriotism is an insult to the mindset of the ‘dogooder’ spirit. It is equal to high treason itself. There
must be no place for patriotism left on this earth!
We all live in one village,we are all one and the same!
When the refugee saga began in Europe thousands of
naïve Germans were held hostage by this spirit when
they were waving large flags with the inscriptions ‘refugees welcome’.
Now 1 million of them have arrived in their land. Many more are yet to follow.
Arabic will become one of the major languages spoken in
the Germany of the future. So will be Turkish and other
Middle Eastern languages (including Farsi and others). In
a number of decades Germans will become a minority
in their own land! This is the result of the spirit which now
rest over the nation.
Sweden has progressed in this downward spiral even
much further then Germany.

Sweden is history, for Sweden it’s already too late! The only future for a native
Swedish person today who really cares for his children’s future is to pack his bags
and leave his doomed nation while his ‘fictional’ borders
are open. Sweden’s tolerance has been its destruction!
A nation which has tried to help everybody (as noble as it
may sounds) is slowly getting to a stage where it can no
longer help itself anymore.
As the nation Sweden is slowly getting overrun by Islamic
migrants (both legal and illegal) and the money is running out. The government
simply can’t afford to feed, house and care for such large numbers of people any
longer. The jobs are gone (it’s hard for local people to find work in Sweden today)
and the most dangerous aspect of immigration, the radicalization of young
Muslim males has been largely ignored. New Mosques are being opened all over
Sweden paid for by generous Saudi money (which is their
contribution to the asylum seeker crisis since they have
refused to accept 1 single Arab in need themselves). But
many of those mosques do not preach ‘tolerant’ Swedish
values. Those are despised, even hated by the Muslim
newcomers. Many Imams in Sweden today preach ‘death to
homosexuals’, ‘stoning for woman caught in adultery’ and
more. The ultimate goal is Sharia law across the whole of
the nation while Sweden sits back in silence!
Eventually the fictional borders will crumble and people will realize that they have
made a terrible mistake, that they have missed their chance to defend what was
once a great (the once greatest) country in Europe.
A ‘gender equal’ society will have no courage to stand up and fight back. Weak
man will not have the courage to stand up and oppose the fierce sword of Islam
as it slowly conquers their nation.
At the moment the Swedish government is trying to protect itself by passing new
laws but with every new law that is passed personal freedom is reduced even
further. Slowly the nation which had once taken such pride in its freedom is
gliding towards a totalitarian system where everyone will end up in chains.
Decades of socialist indoctrination and personal naivety have taken their toll in
the once so generous and so prosperous nation.
Sweden today is nothing but a disaster waiting to happen!
The real issue with this ‘do-gooder’ spirit is that is does not promote a sense of
reality. It puts people to sleep with many comforting lies instead.

Germans are slowly finding this out but German leaders are still living in denial.
Rapes in Germany (just like in Sweden which now ranks Nr.2 in the world for
rapes) have increased at a dramatic and at an alarming rate.
The official politician’s response to the increase of
rapes is simply to warn German woman
to keep at ‘arm length’ from asylum
seeker and to not allow them to touch
their breasts (or anything else)
Girls are told not to wear short skirts anymore and
school girls are advised not to walk alone near an
asylum seeker center. Muslim Imams and many
German leaders seem to be at one heart and one spirit in their advice with many
Muslim Imams (who have simply stated that if a woman walks alone on a street
and if she is not dressed in a Burka she is tempting man by her presence. It is her
own fault if she gets raped)
The spirit that wanted to ‘do good’ has in fact exposed itself as a spirit of demonic
destruction! It is a spirit which is slowly destroying the prosperity of once so
prosperous nations. It is destroying personal freedom, denying its citizens of more
and more rights and it is leading nations into a new form of bondage.
This ‘do-gooder’ spirit is not a naïve, stupid and gullible spirit.
Only the people which have fallen for it are.
It’s a very deadly spirit that wants to gain control of the world!
This is the spirit which is behind globalism, behind the ‘new world order’.
Globalism is the thriving force behind the ‘new world order’ (which
was promoted by G. Bush and every other American Presidents
since he left office) Globalist strategists (Pope Francis being one of
its keys allies) view the world as village. And the best way to bring
this about is by weakening and by ultimately destroying national
borders, by mixing races, by creating large economic zones (which will always turn
into political zones) so that nations can no longer survive on their own.
But it comes at a cost! It will come at the loss of all personal freedom!
The leading figures behind the globalist movements (are not P,M.’s or Presidents,
they are simply figureheads) know exactly what they are doing.

The refugee crisis in Europe was not a coincident. It was not an unfortunate and
unplanned event. It was carefully planned crisis which did not happen by chance.
Those who stood against it (man like Saddam Hussein or Gaddafi) where removed
so that the flood gates could open, so that Europe could be
flooded with millions of people from the Middle East.
Now the German government talks about bringing in even
more millions of Africans. The demographic decline of the
nation is a welcome excuse to crowd the country with poor,
uneducated migrants from the 3. World.
But this is not the real reason behind this. There is a far more
sinister plan. It is the sinister plan of the ‘new world order’.
The ‘do-gooders’ have simply been the naïve pawns in this globalist agenda.
If they would know and understand the real plans which are hidden behind the
current events they would quickly be silenced and run for their life.
The people with those idiotic signs ‘refugees welcome’ mean well but they are
nothing but puppets in the most sinister plan.
The gullible and naïve Swedish people who had hung out those stupid signs
(refugees welcome) all over their country where missing when their own old
people got booted out of their apartments. Why did they not speak up in defense
of their own old people when they were in need? When old Swedish people were
victimized by their own government all those voices remained silent!
Where are the Green party members in Germany when young German girl get
raped today? Why do they not speak up in their defense?
Last year a ‘Green’ female politician in Germany was gang-raped by asylum
seekers. She was badly traumatized afterwards but made a strange public
announcement. She stated in public that she could fully understand why she had
been raped. She was raped because those poor asylum seekers had been so
victimized and had been so deprived in country!!! Germany had treated them so
badly since they had arrived!
Needless to say that this statement also ensured her future political career. After
that announcement she was able to keep her job in the Party (which was in great
doubt after her first interview when she first spoke about how dramatized she
was initially).
When my passion to help others comes at the expense of justice, of freedom, of
openness, of honestly and at the expense of my children’s own future then it
ceases to be genuine help.

Then my desire to ‘help’ has simply turned into an ugly form of political
correctness which will destroy our freedom and our prosperity for all times in the
future. By doing so I have actually become the devil’s advocate and I am his
greatest assistant in bringing about his sinister plan which is to strangle and to
destroy this world!
This is why ‘do-gooders’ in essence are no ‘do-gooders’ at all.
They are actually the exact opposite!
They are out to sell off our future, to abolish our freedom and to put our children
into chains so that they will end up as slaves one day in the future.
Dictatorships often rise up with a smile! Would Hitler have
managed to get 1 single vote during the 1930’s election in
Germany if anyone would have suspected that his plan was
to march his nation to war?
Would anyone have supported Lenin or Marx if they would
have known that a curtain of death and oppression would
fall over their land?
People were first sold on a great idea. Hitler wanted to make Germany great
again. Germany was a broken nation which had been defeated in World War 1,
which had still suffered from the effects of this war. Russia was a feudal system
where injustice ruled. Ideas always promise a better future, a future of justice and
of prosperity for all.
Germans, Swedes and many other Europeans today are sold on an idea as well.
They are told that Europe needs asylum seekers in order to secure their
retirement.
They are told that Europe needs millions of new migrants from the Middle East,
from Africa who will assure and guarantee their nations future prosperity.
But there is only 1 problem. The far majority of all those ‘newcomers’ don’t even
work once they arrive. They are uneducated (many even totally illiterate) and
most are very content to live on welfare for the rest of their life.
This is where the whole system is doomed to collapse.
One day most people will be forced to wake up to the reality of the ‘do-gooder’
spirit and find out that it was one deadly lie. That they had been sold a terrible lie
which will led to their nations destruction.

Churches (in particular the catholic and Lutheran church) have always been some
of the strongest and the greatest advocates of this lie, but so are all the politicians
from the Left, the ‘Greens’ and ‘Labor’) and of course the old Communists who
had refused to simply sit back and die.
All the cosmetic signs of progress (which are no progress at all) like gender
equality ect. will one day come crashing down and collapse.
One day the truth will become obviously clear to everyone. But by then it will be
too late. Once our hands are tied, once our mouth have been shut and our wallets
are empty we will finally realize that we have been fooled.
In the end we will clearly see and understand this hidden agenda.
By the time Germany marched into Poland every German knew what Hitler was
up to. By then his plans were fully exposed.
When Stalin ruled over Russia no one had any illusions anymore what
communism was really like. But by then everyone was too scared to speak up.
The world is heading towards a ‘one world order’.
At the moment we are sold naïve lies of world peace, of world unity but none of
that will be the real outcome of this hidden agenda.
The ‘one world order’ in reality stands for something totally different.
It stands for a ‘new world chaos’.
Once this new ‘world order’ has been put into action the world will be pushed
into the greatest chaos it has ever experienced. The reason for this is because it
will be a false order but of a global nature. Of worldwide implications.
World war 1 and World War 2 were not truly world wars.
There were many parts of the world which were hardly affected by it at all.
But a ‘one world Government’ has the potential to sink the entire world into a
chaos which it has never experienced before.
And one of Satan’s greatest advocates, one of his most faithful supporters in his
evil agenda are those ‘do-gooders’ who have ushered in this new spirit of global
destruction. But one time in the not so distant future all of those naïve voices who
once shouted ‘refugees welcome’ will know what they had really supported.
One day they will end up becoming refugees themselves! When Europe has been
conquered by Islam there will be no place left for the millions of generous
Europeans who had once so naively opened their borders. Many of them will be
forced to get out.
Then they will finally understand. Then their eyes will be finally
opened!

